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In Sweeping Actions on Climate, Biden to ‘Pause’ Oil and Gas Leasing
Lisa Friedman
WASHINGTON — President Biden on Wednesday will sign a package of executive
orders elevating climate change at every level of the federal government, a move that
the administration says will put the United States on the path to reducing its share of
emissions that are warming the planet.

Doug Mills/The New York Times President Biden delivered remarks in the State
Dining Room of the White House on Tuesday.
Taking the first significant steps toward one of Mr. Biden’s most controversial
campaign promises, the orders will direct the secretary of the Interior Department
“to pause on entering into new oil and natural gas leases on public lands and
offshore waters to the extent possible” while beginning a “rigorous review” of all
existing fossil fuel leases and permitting practices, according to a fact sheet provided
by the White House.
Federal agencies also will be ordered to eliminate fossil fuel subsidies “and identify
new opportunities to spur innovation.” Overhauling the tax breaks — worth billions
of dollars to the oil, coal and gas industries — to help pay for Mr. Biden’s $2 trillion
climate change plan was also a major campaign promise. Both plans are expected to
face strong opposition in Congress.
Wednesday’s executive orders also set broad new foreign policy goals.
They will formalize the role of former Secretary of State John Kerry as Mr. Biden’s
new international envoy on climate change, with a seat on the National Security
Council. And the orders will specify that climate change, for the first time, will be a
core part of all foreign policy and national security decisions.

The United States has struggled to meet its promises under the Paris Agreement, the
agreement among nations to fight climate change; under those terms the nation had
pledged to slash emissions up to 28 percent below 2005 levels by 2020. Nevertheless,
Mr. Biden’s orders will kick off a process to develop new and more ambitious targets
that will be announced in advance of a major United Nations summit at the end of the
year.
“The United States will exercise its leadership to promote a significant increase in
global ambition,” the White House said in a statement on Wednesday.
Both significant short-term and longer-term emissions goals, like achieving net-zero
global emissions by 2050, “are required to avoid setting the world on a dangerous,
potentially catastrophic, climate trajectory,” it said.
Oil and gas industry leaders signaled that many of Mr. Biden’s plans would face
steep opposition.
“Penalizing the oil and gas industry kills good-paying American jobs, hurts our
already struggling economy, makes our country more reliant on foreign energy
sources, and impacts those who rely on affordable and reliable energy,” Anne
Bradbury, president of the American Exploration and Production Council, a trade
group that represents oil and gas producers, said in a statement.
Erik Milito, president of the National Ocean Industries Association, a trade group
that represents offshore energy companies, hinted at legal challenges ahead, saying
in a statement that the pause on oil and gas leasing in particular “is contrary to law
and puts America on a path toward increased imports from foreign nations that have
been characterized as pollution havens.”
Environmental groups called the changes long overdue, particularly after four years
in which the Trump administration mocked climate science and eliminated virtually
every tool the government had to tackle rising emissions.
“This is the single biggest day for climate action in more than a decade,” said Gene
Karpinski, president of the League of Conservation Voters.
In his campaign, Mr. Biden set out goals of eliminating fossil fuel emissions from the
electricity sector by 2035, protecting 30 percent of lands and oceans by 2030, and
putting the United States on a path toward net-zero emissions — that is, eliminating
as much carbon pollution as the country puts into the atmosphere — before 2050.
His plan calls for spending $2 trillion over four years to meet that goal, a tall order in
a narrowly divided Congress.
The raft of executive orders focuses on three main themes: weaving climate change
into every facet of the government, job creation, and environmental justice.
In addition to formalizing a new White House Office of Domestic Climate Policy led
by Gina McCarthy, who previously served as Environmental Protection Agency
administrator under former President Barack Obama, Mr. Biden also intends to

establish a National Climate Task Force that will include leaders from 21 federal
agencies.
It also creates a new White House Environmental Justice Interagency Council and a
separate advisory council to prioritize an understanding of the damage pollution does
to poor and minority communities.
Mr. Biden also will issue a memorandum on scientific integrity, instructing agencies
to make what the White House called “evidence-based decisions guided by the best
available science and data.” Every agency, not just those that do scientific research,
must appoint “scientific integrity” officials.
The steps to ensure scientific integrity follow efforts by former President Donald J.
Trump’s administration to thwart climate science.
In one of the most prominent examples, senior Trump officials pressured leaders at
the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration in 2019 to repudiate their own
scientists after a weather station in Birmingham, Ala., contradicted Mr. Trump’s
incorrect statement that Hurricane Dorian would strike the state.
Christopher Flavelle contributed reporting.

President Biden sets bold timeline for a return to normal life
Stephen Collinson - CNN

Doug Mills/Pool/Getty Images WASHINGTON, DC - JANUARY 26: U.S. President
Joe Biden speaks about his racial equity agenda in the State Dining Room of the
White House on January 26, 2021 in Washington, DC. President Biden signed
executive actions Tuesday on housing and justice reforms, including a directive to the

Department of Justice to end its use of private prisons. (Photo by Doug
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President Joe Biden's pledge that there will be sufficient vaccines for 300 million
Americans by the end of summer represents a bold and politically risky response to
criticism his pandemic plan lacks ambition.
In effect, the President is putting a date on a return of a semblance of normal life -with no guarantee that he can deliver.
If the President succeeds, Tuesday may be remembered as a key turning point in a
pandemic exacerbated by the former Trump administration's disastrous response.
Should he fall short, the credibility of his new presidency will take a serious hit, that
would not only prolong the crisis into another fall and winter but would also hamper
his ambitious program on other key issues.
In a show of presidential power six days into his term, Biden sought to galvanize the
action of federal, state and local governments into the kind of unified, national effort
that had up until now been lacking during this once-in-century crisis.
"To a nation waiting for action, let me be clearest on this point: Help is on the way,"
Biden said Tuesday, after announcing the purchase of another 200 million vaccine
doses and a hike in distribution to states within days.
In some ways, Biden's pledge included some political sleight of hand, since it will not
get vaccine supply anywhere near levels demanded by the states in the short-term and
he admitted deaths could hit half a million next month.
Tuesday's announcement was both administrative and political. It offered a rare
morale boost after nearly a year of lockdowns, social distancing, separated families
and sickness and death, especially coming in the darkest days of one of the grimmest
winters in years.
"Let's say we are able to get 300 million people vaccinated by the summer, life
changes dramatically and we get out of this situation we are living in where the
pandemic dominates our lives," Dr. Ashish Jha, dean of the Brown University School
of Public Health, said on CNN's "The Situation Room."
Signs that there is finally a federal government that is not in denial and has a
coherent plan could give businesses, from cruise lines to restaurants, the capacity to
plan ahead -- a crucial factor in the recovery of the economy from its pandemic stasis.
And Biden's aggressive, daily, actions designed to combat the pandemic since taking
office may also inject a sense of urgency on Capitol Hill as Republicans question the
need for a rescue package that is vital to speeding up vaccinations.
New White House seeks momentum
Biden's White House appearance was the latest in a series of choreographed events in
recent days on issues from racial equity, climate change and the economy designed
to show a new president, in charge and gaining momentum. The planned string of

announcements is clearly designed to signal a sharp break from the chaos and
tweeted incoherence of the last administration.
In other encouraging news on Tuesday, a new US Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention study added to the growing evidence that in-person schooling is low risk,
as long as the right mitigation measures, including masking, are observed.
School closures have not only severely hampered the education of a generation of
kids. They have complicated the lives of parents who struggle to work if they can't
access childcare. But the prospect of a return to class worries teachers unions -- a
strong force in the Democratic Party -- amid concerns that especially older school
staff are vulnerable to complications from the virus.
Signs of frenetic activity in the West Wing are already cheering governors used to
inaccurate data and guidance from the Trump administration and who are pleading
for more vaccine doses.
"You have a competent, professional, federal government that tells the truth," New
York Gov. Andrew Cuomo, who admittedly is, like Biden, a Democrat, told CNN's
Wolf Blitzer.
Governors were particularly pleased to hear White House coronavirus coordinator
Jeffrey Zients say they will now get three weeks' advance notice of how much vaccine
will be available, allowing them time to plan and staff up for inoculation drives. The
lack of such a time-frame helps explains why millions of already distributed vaccines
were not immediately offered to patients in recent weeks.
Zients also said that distribution to the states will increase by 16% by next week. It
will become clear whether those calculations are accurate within days. And of course,
even with a 16% increase, vaccine distribution will fall massively short of the number
states need to make a dent in the crisis anytime soon.
There has so far been no comment on Biden's announcement of the purchase of 200
million more doses by Pfizer-BioNTech or Moderna, the two firms confirmed that
have received emergency authorization for their vaccines.
Cleaning up the messaging
Biden's announcement on Tuesday also represented some political triage, given some
messy and sometimes conflicting messaging about targets and vaccine supply in
recent days by the President and his staff.
While professing optimism on Tuesday, Biden was careful to temper expectations,
warning: "We didn't get into this mess overnight and it's going to take months for us
to turn things around."
His comments reflected the political hazard inherent in setting timelines and making
predictions about a pernicious and unpredictable pandemic, especially in the middle
of a race between the mass deployment of vaccines and mutations of the virus that
could challenge their effectiveness.

And Biden's pledge, that follows criticism that his promise of 100 million
administrated vaccine doses in his first 100 days was insufficiently ambitious, is also
dependent on many other factors beyond his direct control.
Experience has shown that having vaccine available does not mean it is being
administered. The White House, however, argues that its aggressive strategy is a huge
improvement on the Trump team's more hands-off approach that left the states to fix
issues on their own.
There may also be manufacturing glitches, potential supply and transport problems,
and logistical issues in the states that could compromise the White House's timeline,
which could come back to haunt the President.
Then there is the issue of whether a sufficient proportion of Americans will get
vaccinated for the country to approach herd immunity, the point at which it becomes
difficult for the virus to spread. An Axios-Ipsos poll published on Tuesday showed
that 49% of those asked intended to get the inoculation as soon as possible.
Such data has led some top health experts in recent days to question whether at some
point the key problem will not be a shortage of vaccines but a deficit of willing
recipients.
"Day Seven: we have found a way to secure vaccine supply adequate to provide a
dose for EVERY adult by summer," White House Chief of Staff Ron Klain tweeted on
Tuesday. "BUT that still leaves getting them all vaccinated -- building the
infrastructure, ending the hesitancy -- as challenges."
Those challenges recall the previous capacity of the virus to outrace local and federal
government responses. Who could forget for instance Trump's vow that the pews
would be full in churches by last Easter?
The new administration's plans do seem on firmer ground and rooted in science.
Trump's pronouncements were based on wishful thinking, poor information and
politically self-serving statements.
To back up the President's promise to deploy science and not to hide bad news, the
CDC and other experts are due to relaunch briefings at the White House on
Wednesday.
There are also longer-term challenges.
Despite the President's daily admonitions that mask wearing could save tens of
thousands of lives, the practice remains highly politicized, in a nation where a many
conservatives believe conspiracy theories that he stole the election.
New Covid-19 mutations, including those first discovered in the United Kingdom and
South Africa, threaten to reverse current and encouraging signs that the latest wave
of the pandemic has peaked across the nation, with new infections and
hospitalizations still highly elevated, but falling.

Should numbers of cases continue to fall, governors -- especially those in
Republican-run states -- may prematurely reopen businesses at normal levels and
trigger new waves of disease before Biden's virus gambit fully delivers.

Russia Gives Frosty Review of First Joe Biden-Vladimir Putin Call
David Brennan
The Kremlin has warned that a U.S.-Russia diplomatic reset is not on the cards after
the first call between President Joe Biden and President Vladimir Putin, in which the
new commander-in-chief set out a list of American grievances with its strategic rival.

MIKHAIL KLIMENTYEV/SPUTNIK/AFP via Getty Images/Getty Russian President
Vladimir Putin addresses the virtual World Economic Forum via a video link from
Moscow on January 27, 2021.
Putin's spokesperson Dmitry Peskov gave a lukewarm review of the call to journalists
on Wednesday, noting that there remain many topics on which Moscow and
Washington do not see eye-to-eye.
"Conditions haven't been created yet to reset," Peskov said, according to Russia's
state-run Tass news agency.
He added: "It's enough that the presidents took note of a rather large number of
serious disagreements and emphasized the need to maintain dialogue."

Peskov's remarks came despite Moscow's announcement that Russia and the U.S. had
reached a deal to extend the New START arms control treaty, which had been due to
lapse next month. Moscow had long pushed for an extension, but the administration of
former President Donald Trump had refused to discuss one.
Peskov went on: "There is no reason to talk about resetting relations at the moment."
Biden is expected to take a harder line with Moscow than his predecessor, who was
regularly accused of failing to hold Putin to account for human rights abuses, covert
operations abroad and militarism.
A White House readout of Biden's call said the new president had raised a series of
contentious issues with his Russian counterpart. "President Biden reaffirmed the
United States' firm support for Ukraine's sovereignty," the readout said.
"He also raised other matters of concern, including the SolarWinds hack, reports
of Russia placing bounties on United States soldiers in Afghanistan, interference in
the 2020 United States election and the poisoning of Aleksey Navalny."
"President Biden made clear that the United States will act firmly in defense of its
national interests in response to actions by Russia that harm us or our allies," the
White House statement went on. "The two presidents agreed to maintain transparent
and consistent communication going forward."
Biden has vowed to put democracy and human rights at the center of his foreign
policy, which will undoubtedly bring him into conflict with Putin's authoritarian
government.
The new administration has already demanded the release of Navalny, who was jailed
on his return from Germany where he had gone to recover from an assassination
attempt in August. Reports indicate that the Russian FSB secret service was
responsible for his poisoning.
Peskov said on Wednesday that Putin had "provided all necessary explanations" to
Biden when questioned on Navalny.

Former Navy SEAL who oversaw bin Laden raid says people 'don't have to
look at a president' to find American values
David Choi (dchoi@businessinsider.com) & Ryan Pickrell
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Retired Adm. William McRaven had a hopeful message for aspiring public
servants.
"When the locals see that, they believe in America," McRaven said of public
service.
He said people "on the ground, meeting with them every day — that's who
represents America."

Retired Adm. William McRaven, a former US Navy SEAL commander who led US
Special Operations Command, had a hopeful message for aspiring public servants,
particularly those who feel distraught by an absence of moral leadership by high
levels of government.
"The country has always had these times in history where people have questioned the
moral leadership of a president or the country," McRaven said in the "General and
the Ambassador" podcast.
"But the fact of the matter is, we need great young men and women in the Foreign
Service, in the Department of Defense, in the intelligence community, in law
enforcement, in the Peace Corps, because our values are the things that are
transmissible to other countries."
"We really do believe that people ought to be treated with respect," McRaven added.
"And when you see that in the young [United States Agency for International
Development] workers, and the young Foreign Service officers ... when the locals see
that, they believe in America. They don't have to look at a president, they don't have
to look at Congress, they don't have to look at a secretary of defense - they've got to
look at the people that are on the ground, meeting with them every day. That's who
represents America."
McRaven also argued that America's ideals were "fungible across the world" and that
"anybody that thinks otherwise has never spent time overseas."

"It isn't all the people with all of the flash and flair," McRaven said. "It's the young
men and women who espouse and live the American values - that's what makes a
difference. I would encourage anybody graduating from high school or college find
an opportunity to serve. You'll never, ever regret it."
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McRaven's comments come as President Joe Biden prepares to usher in a new era of
American foreign policy.
The Senate confirmed Antony Blinken as Biden's secretary of state on Tuesday.
During his confirmation hearing to become America's top diplomat, Blinken
presented a view of US foreign policy that differed greatly from the previous
administration's.
Blinken assured lawmakers that he and others in the new administration would
prioritize rebuilding global alliances and reengaging in international affairs.
"American leadership still matters," he said.
"Working across government and with partners around the world, we will revitalize
American diplomacy to take on the most pressing challenges of our time," Blinken
said, adding, "America, at its best, still has a greater ability than any country on
earth to mobilize others for the greater good."
Biden's predecessor, President Donald Trump, campaigned with an "America First"
slogan. Trump's critics scrutinized his rhetoric and foreign-policy measures, which
they described as alienating and abandoning allies while emboldening adversaries,
Russia in particular.
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Among those critics was former Secretary of Defense Jim Mattis. The retired Marine
Corps general resigned from his post in 2018, writing in his resignation letter that
Trump deserved a Pentagon chief "whose views are better aligned" with his.
"My views on treating allies with respect and also being clear-eyed about both malign
actors and strategic competitors are strongly held and informed over four decades of
immersion in these issues," Mattis wrote.
"We must do everything possible to advance an international order that is most
conducive to our security, prosperity and values, and we are strengthened in this
effort by our alliances."
In November, Mattis published an op-ed article urging Biden to eliminate all of
Trump's "America First" policies, replacing them with "the commitment to
cooperative security that has served the United States so well for decades."
McRaven has also weighed in on Trump's worldview. In a past New York
Times opinion column, titled "Our Republic Is Under Attack From the President,"
McRaven wrote that Trump's policies endangered the trust from America's allies.
"If our promises are meaningless, how will our allies ever trust us? If we can't have
faith in our nation's principles, why would the men and women of this nation join the
military," McRaven wrote.
"And if they don't join, who will protect us? If we are not the champions of the good
and the right, then who will follow us? And if no one follows us - where will the world
end up?"
McRaven held numerous leadership positions within the special-operations
community during his 37 years in the armed forces, including overseeing the
successful military raid that killed Osama bin Laden in 2011. After retiring from the
Navy, he went into academia.

The retired admiral has written three books on service and leadership. They are
"Make Your Bed: Little Things That can Change Your Life ... And Maybe The World,"
"Sea Stories: My Life In Special Operations," and "The Hero Code: Lessons Learned
From Lives Well Lived."

Cutting off stimulus checks to Americans earning over $75,000 could be wise,
new data suggests
Heather Long
As President Biden pushes for another round of stimulus payments for most
Americans, calls are escalating to target the aid solely to low- and moderate-income
families, and new data suggests that would provide the most needed and effective
boost for the economy.

Jabin Botsford/The Washington Post President Joe R. Biden speaks about the
economy before signing executive orders in the State Dining Room at the White
House on Friday, Jan 22, 2021 in Washington, DC.
Families earning under about $75,000 typically spend the money quickly, according
to a new analysis of how Americans are using the $600 economic impact payments
this month by Opportunity Insights, a nonprofit research organization. Families
earning above that threshold typically save the stimulus payment, which provides
little help to the overall economy and signals the money was not as urgently needed.
Lawmakers from both parties lobbied the White House over the weekend for a less
costly relief package that would only send stimulus payments to the most needy.
Under Biden’s proposal, the vast majority of U.S. households would receive $1,400
payments.

“Targeting the stimulus payments to lower-income households would both better
support the households most in need and provide a large boost to the economy in the
short-run,” said John Friedman, an economics professor at Brown University and
co-director of Opportunity Insights. “These checks are really impactful for
lower-income households.”
Biden says he’s willing to negotiate parameters of coronavirus deal, but ‘time is of
the essence’
Friedman, Harvard economics professor Raj Chetty and economist Michael Stepner
analyzed credit and debit card spending data and found a clear uptick in spending for
families and individuals who earn less than about $50,000 after the stimulus
payments started to widely hit bank accounts on Jan. 4. In contrast, spending barely
moved at all for families and individuals earning over $78,000.
The price tag to send another round of checks to couples earning more than $75,000
and singles earning more than $50,000 would be $200 billion, yet the researchers
estimate this group is only likely to spend $15 billion of that money — about 7
percent.
The initial round of $1,200 stimulus checks in the spring saw some increase in
spending across all income levels, Friedman and Chetty say, but this second stimulus
is revealing a wide gap.
That’s likely because the recession is largely over for the rich, while poorer
households are still deep in a recession. The Federal Reserve says unemployment for
low-wage workers is still hovering around 20 percent — a near depression-like state.
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“We’re seeing a pretty similar effect in how low-income households spent the
stimulus in the first and second rounds and a smaller spending impact for
high-income households,” said Friedman.
“Low-income households have suffered by far the biggest economic shock. They need
the help the most.”
Their findings are backed up by other surveys and analyses of how people used their
first stimulus payments. The U.S. Census found households with incomes between
$75,000 and $100,000 “were more likely to use their stimulus payments to pay off
debt or to add to savings, compared to households overall.”
In contrast, nearly 88 percent of households with less than $25,000 intended to spend
the stimulus. The covid-19 recession is the most unequal in U.S. history
Andrew Rafner, 32, has been unemployed since mid-March in Los Angeles. A comic
book aficionado, Rafner worked at a comic book store where dozens of customers
became friends. Rafner and his girlfriend have struggled to pay bills at times. The
stimulus check he just received was a lifeline for food and rent.
“It’s been nice to go to grocery store and not really have to worry about what to eat,”
Rafner said.
Many Republicans in Congress have suggested that another round of stimulus checks
is not necessary and would raise the national debt. The Biden Administration argues
spending and employment data both show that many lower income families remain in
precarious situations.
Netspend, a prepaid debit card company, said it processed more than $850 million
stimulus payments in January for about 900,000 customers. Prepaid debit card users
tend to be lower income, and Netspend confirmed that most of the money has been
spent rapidly for basic necessities like food and gas.
“For the first and second round of individual stimulus payments, Netspend saw its
customers spend funds quickly. Consistent with the first round of individual stimulus
payments, these customers are using their funds to make purchases at grocery stores,
restaurants, pharmacies and gas stations,” said Netspend spokesman Adam Dawes.
Months later, more than 1 million Americans are still waiting for unemployment aid
Some economists and lawmakers say the government would be better off expanding
unemployment for people out of work rather than sending out another round of
checks.
But economists like Claudia Sahm say too many people are slipping through the
cracks in the unemployment system or have kept their jobs but are making less money
now.
Betty Laribo is a nurse’s aide in Morgantown, W. Va. Before the pandemic hit, she
was working “per diem” and had no trouble getting booked as many days as she

wanted at different health care facilities that needed extra help. Now she says she is
lucky to get a single day’s work every two weeks.
As a single mom of four kids who are all currently in virtual schooling, Laribo is
doing what she can to get by. She had fallen three months behind on her car payment
and was worried about losing it until her stimulus payment arrived on Friday.
“I paid my rent, my car payment and got groceries for the house and a few fun things
for my kids,” said Laribo, a military veteran.
“A lot of us are still working, but our hours have been so drastically affected by
Covid that we might as well be unemployed.”
Governors’ shutdowns did not cause the pandemic jobs crisis Laribo said it “boggles
her mind” that people earning as much as $75,000 a year were receiving the same
stimulus payment that she was.
Eligibility details for a proposed third round of payments have not been worked out
yet, but individuals earning up to $87,000 a year and married couples earning up to
$174,000 a year received at least some money in the second round of stimulus
payments that Congress passed over the holidays. Close to 160 million households
are expected to get a payment.
Some people are still waiting for a check in the mail.
Some people who received a payment in January have posted on social media that
they did not need the money and are donating it to charity.
“Stimulus checks arrived, time for a big food bank donation,” tweeted one woman
last week.
But data indicates most people who did not need the money right away are saving the
stimulus payments or using them to pay off student loan, credit card or mortgage
debt.

Senate GOP boxes itself in on impeachment
Alexander Bolton
The outcome of former President Trump's second impeachment trial has largely been
determined after 45 Republican senators voted in support of a resolution declaring it
unconstitutional and the impeachment of a private citizen illegal.

Greg Nash Senate GOP boxes itself in on impeachment
The vote boxes in the overwhelming majority of the Senate Republican Conference
into supporting Trump's acquittal on a single article of impeachment before the
House managers and Trump's lawyers have even filed their pre-trial briefs.
Sen. Lisa Murkowski (R-Alaska), one of only a handful of GOP senators actively
considering whether to vote to convict Trump, on Tuesday said it's now hard to
imagine there will be anything close to the 67 votes needed to convict Trump.
"Whether or not we're going to see members change their mind after they've already
taken a vote, I think that's hard for people to do," she said.
"Because [people] are like, 'Wait, wait, wait. You voted to say that this was not
constitutional and now you're changing your mind?' We don't get a lot of credit and
we don't get a lot of allowance to change our mind around here," she added.
"That's why I think it was a little unfortunate that we had this very spontaneous vote
on an extraordinarily significant matter without the considered debate and brief and
analysis," she said. "People had to make really quick decisions."
Murkowski voted with only four other Republicans, Sens. Susan Collins (Maine), Mitt
Romney (Utah), Pat Toomey (Pa.) and Ben Sasse (Neb.), to table the motion
declaring the trial unconstitutional.
Sixty-seven senators or two-thirds of the Senate present in the chamber must vote for
the article of impeachment to convict the former president.
Murkowski said she and her colleagues were caught "flat-footed" by the procedural
vote. She said she was not aware until Tuesday morning that she would be voting on
the motion from Sen. Rand Paul (R-Ky.) later in the day.
"I think just about everybody was quite surprised to be in a position to actually take
not only a public position but a vote on this today. And so I think that there were a lot

that were perhaps not as prepared. I don't feel I am as prepared as I wanted," she
said.
Murkowski said "the question deserved more considered review by us the Senate."
Collins told reporters Tuesday afternoon: "I think it's pretty obvious from the vote
today that it is extraordinarily unlikely that the president will be convicted."
"Just do the math," she said.
Paul declared victory after the vote even though 55 senators, including five
Republicans, voted to table his argument that the proceeding is unconstitutional.
"It shows the impeachment is dead on arrival. If you voted that it was unconstitutional,
how in the world would you ever vote to convict somebody for this?" he said.
"Forty-five of us, almost the entire caucus ... voted that the whole proceeding was
unconstitutional, so this is a big victory for us," he said. "This vote indicates it's
over."
Paul added he last spoke to Trump about a week ago "but not about this."
His motion stated that "as of noon last Wednesday, Donald Trump holds none of the
positions listed in the Constitution - he is a private citizen" and therefore the trial
"violates the Constitution."
Paul's motion also asserted that Chief Justice John Roberts's absence from the
proceeding "demonstrate[s] that this is not a trial of the President, but of a private
citizen."
Darrell West, director of governance studies at the Brookings Institution, said
Tuesday's vote largely predetermined the outcome of the trial before it even got
started.
"It's a procedural motion, but it's a proxy for the real thing. That result does not look
very promising for Democrats," he said.
"If that many Republicans feel the trial is unconstitutional, they're unlikely to convict
on the substance."
West compared the vote to a prosecutor getting an adverse summary judgement from
nearly half of a jury before even having a chance to present opening arguments.
"No prosecutor would want to create that kind of opportunity, so Rand Paul was
smart enough to be able to exploit that," he said.
"The battle lines clearly are drawn and it looks like there could be a majority vote to
convict but not two-thirds," he added. Other experts said Trump's acquittal by the
Senate is now a certain outcome.
"It points very decisively to an acquittal and I don't see any additional pickups in
terms of people willing to find [Trump] guilty," said Ross K. Baker, a professor of
political science at Rutgers University who has served several stints as a Senate
fellow.

Senate Republicans held a lunch meeting immediately before the vote at which they
heard a lengthy presentation from George Washington University law professor
Jonathan Turley about why the impeachment trial is unconstitutional.
Murkowski said afterward it was the only in-depth presentation that she and many of
her colleagues heard about the constitutionality of the trial before voting on that very
question, even though there are conflicting academic opinions on the subject.
"We knew this issue was going to be one that was raised in the trial," she said of the
question of the trial's constitutionality.
"There was a desire and a design to, 'Hey, let's hear from some of the constitutional
scholars.'
"And so he was invited, but it was then not just [hearing] the perspective of one
constitutional scholar, it's, 'Hey, we've got to vote in less than an hour here.'"
She lamented that Turley's was the only opinion heard before the vote.
"So we heard one side," she said.
Romney was the only Republican at Tuesday's lunch to stand up and push back
against Turley's arguments, according to Sen. Kevin Cramer (R-N.D.), who attended
the meeting.
Collins asked for clarification of some of Turley's arguments, though her comments
were not seen by colleagues as directly pushing back on the law professor.
Collins later told reporters that she determined the trial should move forward after
taking "a great deal of time" to consult with constitutional scholars and legal experts.
"I spend a great deal of time talking to constitutional scholars and other legal experts
and concluded that the text of the Constitution, the purpose of the provisions and
Senate precedent all said the trial should go forward, especially since the House
acted while the president was still in office," she said.
Other potential Republican swing votes said they found the lunchtime presentation
"compelling."
"I think there was a lot of agreement," said Sen. Joni Ernst (R-Iowa).
"It was a compelling argument, and we're pursuing a private citizen when perhaps
there could be a criminal indictment rather than Congress."
Sen. Jerry Moran (R-Kan.) said he found the presentation "interesting" and "useful"
but added that he has not yet "concluded" on how to vote on the article of
impeachment itself.
Senate Republican Policy Committee Chairman Roy Blunt (R-Mo.) told reporters
Tuesday that Senate Minority Leader Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.) invited Turley to give
the presentation to GOP senators immediately before the vote.

Hillary Clinton says Greene should 'be on a watch list,' not in Congress
Zack Budryk

Greg Nash
Former Secretary of State Hillary Clinton said Wednesday that Rep. Marjorie Taylor
Green (R-Ga.) should “be on a watch list” after the emergence of Greene's
controversial Facebook activity, which includes Greene seemingly indicating support
for violence against prominent Democrats including Clinton.
“This woman should be on a watch list. Not in Congress,” Clinton tweeted, linking to
Washington Post coverage of Greene’s social media activity. The lawmaker liked
comments in 2018 and 2019 suggesting that Speaker Nancy Pelosi (D-Calif.) should
get “a bullet to the head” and calling for the hanging of Clinton and former President
Obama.
“Stage is being set. Players are being put in place. We must be patient. This must be
done perfectly or liberal judges would let them off,” Greene commented in response
to the latter comment. The congresswoman has claimed the comments were liked by
people she hired to manage her social media pages.
Greene has expressed support for the baseless far-right QAnon conspiracy theory,
which involves the eventual mass execution of prominent Democrats and liberal
public figures.
On Wednesday, video also emerged of Greene following David Hogg, who became a
gun safety activist after surviving the 2018 Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School
shooting, and calling him a “coward.” Hogg responded to Clinton’s tweet, saying
“agreed” and linking to the video.
Gun control advocacy group Everytown for Gun Safety has called for Greene to
resign over her social media activity.

“Unhinged conspiracy theorists and gun extremists like Rep. Greene have no place in
the People’s House,” said Shannon Watts, founder of Moms Demand
Action, said Tuesday.
“She’s putting lives in danger and will continue to do so for as long as she’s in
office.”

Moderate Democrats press for auto-stabilizers in COVID-19 aid package
Mike Lillis

Greg Nash
Moderate House Democrats are pressing party leaders in Congress and the White
House to boost unemployment benefits for the duration of the coronavirus crisis by
tying the increase directly to economic conditions.
The New Democrat Coalition, a group of centrists boasting more than 90 members,
has pressed for months to include that automatic trigger mechanism in the various
COVID-19 relief bills already passed through Congress, to no avail.
Now, as Democratic leaders on Capitol Hill prepare to move another massive round
of emergency stimulus, the moderates are trying again.
In a letter to House Democratic leaders Nancy Pelosi (D-Calif.) and Steny
Hoyer (D-Md.), and another to President Biden, the lawmakers urged that a host of
their priorities be incorporated. The list includes an expansion of the child tax credit,
billions of dollars for mental health services, and billions more to boost the research,
production and dissemination of COVID vaccines.

It also features legislation hitching the federal increase in unemployment benefits to
economic factors on the ground, thereby precluding the need for Congress to extend
those benefits with new legislation down the road.
Sponsored by Reps. Don Beyer (D-Va.), head of the Joint Economic Committee,
and Derek Kilmer (D-Wash.), the former chairman of the New Democrats, the
autopilot provision is designed to guarantee that jobless benefits get a boost when
they're most needed, while divorcing the increase from the partisan stalemates that
have come to define Capitol Hill.
"This unprecedented crisis has called for unprecedented action, and it has long been
clear that additional aid and stimulus is required to end the pandemic, provide direct
support to those in need, ensure a lasting recovery, and prepare for future crises," the
lawmakers wrote to Biden, Pelosi and Hoyer.
The letters were spearheaded by the new head of the New Democrats, Rep. Suzan
DelBene (D-Wash.).
Separately, the New Democrats also met virtually Wednesday afternoon with two key
economic figures in the new administration: Brian Deese, the White House economic
director, and Jeff Zeints, who heads Biden's coronavirus response team.
The moderate Democrats have a sympathetic audience. Biden, in unveiling a $1.9
trillion coronavirus package earlier in the month, proposed to expand federal jobless
benefits through September, after which time he's vowing to work with Congress to
adopt the automatic stabilizers.
His Treasury secretary, Janet Yellen, also endorsed the concept during her Senate
confirmation hearing last week.
“Automatic stabilizers play a critical role in mitigating the negative impacts of
recession,” she said.
The idea is popular across the Democratic caucus, with liberals and moderates both
embracing it. And Pelosi has also endorsed the construct, not only for jobless benefits
but also for other emergency programs, including nutrition benefits and Medicaid
payments.
Yet the Democrats' $3.4 trillion Heroes Act — a virtual wish-list of the party's
priorities that passed through the House last May — excluded those triggers due to
the price tag associated with them.
Republicans are already balking at Biden's plan, citing the effect on federal budgets.
But with Biden in the White House, and the Senate now controlled by Democrats as
well, the New Democrats see a chance to adopt the stabilizers, among other
emergency measures, early this year.
"In partnership with the Biden administration and a Democratic-led Senate, we have
an extraordinary opportunity to build on the foundation of our previous efforts, learn

from the challenges of this and previous recessions, and build back better," they
wrote.

(Note: READ and COMPARE to see how low to the ground that the Media can get to
kiss the liberal toe these days.)

